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Abstract- I am Ekta keshari and my Research based on sustainable growth of education because in this era education totally based on competition and this is too high lots of challenges come in the field if youth, but all time they are not capable to beat competition so in this case which factor is responsible. Life is not sustain because its require too much knowledge and efficiency of people lots of people success in this era but some people who knowing about everything but not success so this is lack of applicability of knowledge and my research article based on strengthen of skills mind by motivation.
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A-Introduction – knowledge is strengthen of youth and smart approach of knowledge can develop your mind and this is become greater step for your success because when people become a success so firstly responsible interest curiosity of mind if your mind go to technical aspect of information and know practically each and every aspects so you are success in life because practical knowledge create your base to learn more and accomplished all the situation of the field so when any people fail so main things responsible you ignoring main facts which is create barrier so first ask on self and analysis central point how we connected on self so knowing about yourself and this is best thing analysis your good and bad point and work on this point.

a) Youth and their life why become hopeless –

Youth have a bundle of responsibility such as education, job and marriage but in this time they facing too many challenges and their life completely destroy lots of time they facing so many obstacles because lack of financial support their life became undesirable in the time of covid -19 youth struggle increase and lots of agencies, financial corporation, bank, insurance company working but not do any societal work for our youth so this is the reason behind this youth life totally destroy many more time they feel stress and some time its increases due to lots of social pressure their mind totally depict and lots of youth involve in criminal activity because situation realized monotonous you can see Covid – 19 various example.

Youth have more challenges their family member ill too many times but no one assist their family so youth pay more attention for family so this is not be taken seriously. Life is long time process if our youth not be come in full exposure so how can be manage good policy because is central point of any policy if we applied any policy which is treat with unemployment so first to fall we have to go for as type output which operate well and maintain each and every aspect of Youth life.
b) **Youth is human resource of our country**-

Youth is the human resource of any country because country don’t based any other our youth drive the culture, trade, tradition and values but in time youth facing mental process they don’t have enough amount money to make more changes so in time companies pharmacy rapidly growing and provide bad responses because they created local injection and medicines so this impacted badly our society and their parameter norms we can’t imagine a better society and youth totally victims of this experiences and in the time of youth life irregular for their concern as like good education, advance learning all thing parameters are pending and their tendency are decrease life pattern completely facing downward of life and more of the challenge for their life and this is indicate youth forgetting their future because they are mentally weak cause of corruption.

c) **Emphasis of this topic** -

I am youth and various time I am facing challenges because of poor political structure and corruption is central point of their I want to do PhD but when we go college so looking that too

Many internal setting already done and nobody help me for right path when my life have completed I am nervous so I am not able to do any course this is not only my story and this is story of mostly youth who is victims of various department organization youth cheated and molest rate various time and reason behind this they are discouraging for their goal but no one department not come forward for their help and one day a time will be come we forget all this thing because no any statutory body and other welfare society not be able to do anything and internal harm our youths minds its become challenge of their life without job and skill how can they survive long and many times I got stress and depreciation of my learning and working stage so today this against situation badly impacted of youth and sometime this is make a reason for suicide so this is our humble request Government increase the quota for youth life and ensure their education through CCTV camera and provide all the time monitoring because government authority not check if govt. do sustainable work in this area and find out correct reason how increase number of corruption and what ‘s thing behind youth challenges increase so sure government will find out any result. because I am also completed my education in govt. college and school and I am regular student but I am find ambiguity in all these aspects no one teacher was proper in their duties so this is big drawback in life when we want to learn concept so nobody give guidance to me and this is big draw back of my life and this is not me and this is for all, because in growing stage mind is energies with lots of question and mental aspect but no one provide to me guidance in my learning stage but this situation not repeat and our youth not be feel this weakness so we all have to demoralize corruption, unwanted ego so that youth will become capable personality of our country and one more thing corruption as ignoring fundamental aspects not be give values of their talent do to differentiation many youth swift in foreign companies because their values not more due to all this propaganda youth interest, charm and passion become slow down and they directly say job not easy no mean you are capable or more capable so all this parameter I find in my aspects which is involve in this err.

B- **Literature Review** - I am cited many articles, 1- a new Pew Research Center survey of youth ages 13 to 17.2-According to a report on school safety from the federal departments of Education and Justice. 3-Black and Hispanic students, as well as students in urban schools, were most likely to report the presence of gangs at school4- Measures of poverty level – up from 16.3% in 2009, but down from 18.9% in 2014, based on our analysis of Census data5-Bullying rates have held steady in recent years, according to a survey of youth risk behaviors by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 6- Michigan survey Report also found that, despite some ups and downs, use of marijuana (or its derivative, hashish) among 12th-graders is nearly as high as it was two decades ago. 7-According to the National Institute of Mental Health. For 5.9% of teens, their
disorder causes or did cause “severe impairment.” Anxiety disorders are more common among teen girls than boys (30.1% versus 20.3%).

C-Research methodology - Many Research article I am read but my Research focuses on doing ethical research associated with youth challenge Through longitudinal research, Descriptive research and Exploratory we have learned much about what increases the their motivation and capabilities that an effective measure will become involved in this parameter. This information has been used to develop and refine prevention programs for protect and safe future of youths. However, we know far less about the factors that lead a youth go out of committing crimes and forget their goals although we do know that a large proportion of these are involved. We need to understand more about this process in order to determine the best way to manage serious problem found in the modern err.

D-Problem study and solution-

How can be moralize of youth talents – Anxiety and depression adversely impacted the lives of youth by Available data suggest that a quarter of youth have experienced some sort of anxiety disorder (such as phobias, panic disorder or post-traumatic stress disorder) so following measures must be follows-

- Decrease political propaganda and emphasis talent of youth.
- Increase welfare learning which is capable to short time degree programmers increase values, culture and thought.
- When youth want to do take specialized course so career counselor and guide associate them with main organization so that they don’t face any difficulty to choosing right path.
- Technical course must be reachable to that entire candidate who can’t pay more but want to learn.
- Institution becomes more cooperative with students and so that no one plays their youth dreams which are not present in this err.
- Youth can be take easily career guidance without any hassle and can be do any decision.
- Participate if have innovative idea so their knowledge can be convey in all types of scheme so that they can utilize their knowledge in broader level.
- Some time youth feel stress and not be decide their career so some financial and physiological building program prove big assistance for them so this types of schemes Must be created by organization.
- Reduce lots of corruption and all types of misconduct monitoring with daily basis in all types organization, financial institution maintain with CCTV camera, surveillance camera so that no one can do any misconduct with anyone and this is prove good action to avoid corruption and frauds.
- Lots of new and innovative idea must be associated with main agency so that youth can share new idea who is contributing more.
- Youth progress report must be share in weekly basis so that they can develop their personality to adjust central points.
- Vacancies and their appointment must be fulfill all criteria but its give importance to all must be conducted with transparency without any discrepancy.
- Youth have to accept this entire thing on the competitive basis so that they can increase their output more and can be civilized.
When country follow all this measures so no one task is difficult for sustainable development because we are not approach of main need which is not associate till now.

Increase capability of organization which promote more enrollments in PHD and enhance research activity for this purpose & financially boost of research scholar so that without hassle they can do research work.

E-Research objectives-

1. Ensure the Sign of sustainable development

Education, health, employment this is parameter of sustainable development when our country progress in this parameter so we can increase literacy rate can increase employment and when we achieve all these thing so status of health is also become good because this development promote their strength so people hassle free can do any work so this is criteria of inclusive development of individual personality but our country youth totally depress because struggle become part of their life because after the education struggle more they are not get easily job so in this condition number of private companies hire and give very low salary and this types of obstacles completely destroy their future after the passage of time they don’t have more opportunity and this is show capability is nothing in our country so when we develop our nation so firstly we have to become self dependent and youth must be socialize to all must be do hard working to achieve some specialization because when we search any govt. job so various time we facing obstacles this exam some time create ambiguity and some time process is very long and tough and youth facing all the challenges but still not success so they are discourage in particular movement so firstly youth become success in this competitive err so firstly they have to adopt practical education system and develop critical ability which ensure their employment and more of the student can do achieve goal through to doing smart work as robotics specialization, cyber security courses, online service application, some part time contract work dealing in online and yoga classes online so firstly we have to develop our mind to understand market which can create more employment and more work because loss of, shortage of money never become base sign of sustainable development so how can we mitigate insecurity of unemployment as follows –

- Enhance create utility of their work
- Youth have to focus competitive studies and never emphasis rote learning
- Youth have to careful for their interesting work and never die their interest so this is first step which is compulsory for our career.
- Never give up education always do studies for concept and knowledge because this is your base.

2. Create ability to compete many challenges of life

- Mind is creator of your internal and external activities so firstly diverted in wrong direction.
- Never say this I am not capable for this work because this is your big draw back and down your morale so firstly boost your confidence,
- Very good thing youth mind must be centralized for their career never be share more goals to another because if you share your thought too much so you never pressurized
- For their goal and this is become big drawback of your life
• Don’t waste your time to too much party, festival and enjoyable movement only give few times because if you involve too much in family and friends so your goal will not targeted so this is become big cause of failure of life so always give priority of fundamental duties.

3-Remove all the drawback to choose right path— firstly today most of the problem of the youth They want to take education but not be pay attention due to lack of financial problem, career guidance and lots of institution and organization do easily enrollment but not be give proper guidance so this is big drawback of career building second thing some family badly pressurized with financial debt because in the time of Covid-19 because pharmacy adopt bad direction to earn money lots of medicine give in high rate injection and oxygen equipment sell in very high rate so this is responsible for too much debt on family.

• High Competition but not be capable to crack
• Lack of career guidance.
• Due to deficiency of specialization
• Discrimination policy which is harms their thoughts
• Unemployment and financial burden of family.
• Marriage on early age.
• Loss of morale.
• Lack of resource and not be clear view career.
• Lack of curiosity of mind.
• Loss of gaining new facts
• Low thinking about yourself
• Demoralize concept of life.
• No vision for success.

4-Necessary wants and needs for strengthen skills

This is depends upon you how to aspect of challenges of life and how to deal with you because if you are superior in knowledge so no one beat you so kindly update all types of guts because if you are manage each and every thing independently so no one beat you.

  o **Central focus of mind** — if your mind does not involve any type of wrong activities as other interest which is unnecessary so you are success because mind is central hub of knowledge and always command of all activity who is operated by you.
  o **Understanding of fast forward information** — mind is specialized with useful information if you learn more so some special events always learn which is depends upon your whole life and what is learn by you and next its develop in useful information when you connects and associated with new knowledge.
Emerging the new facts — when your mind develop of every challenges and associated and grow up with advance knowledge so you can beat your competitor Because updating knowledge based on step of your success.

F-Limitation of the study - Many clarification and solution I will provide in my study and it will be take some year but following above measure indicate and supported my views which is measure a descriptive approach of youth competency and their growth so this is my purpose I am focused my point and further will suggest more regarding this topic which is more analysis for the youth and their lives, education and competition.

G-Conclusion - I would like to thank you your pay attention this articles supported the lives of youth category who is facing more pain in their lives when I think about my life who is full with struggle so effective measure and parameter remove this obstacles when we consider it and make a hard working personality so various positive job and opportunities waiting for you if you know the fight of life and resources and output also helpful when we think positive and do positive.
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